INTRODUCTION
There is an extensive literature on rooted and on rooted ordered trees, and recently they have aroused interest in polymer science and in chemistry generally. For instance, the theory of branching processes (or cascade processes) provides probability or enumeration generating functions for various kinds of such trees which can be interpreted as molecular structures, and in this way distributions or statistical parameters of polymerization systems have been calculated, including molecular weights, sol fractions and gel points [l-3], configurational statistics [3, 4] , elasticity and swelling parameters [5, 61, molecular shape factors for radiation scattering [7] , etc. In all these cases, the vertices of the trees represent atoms, and the edges represent chemical bonds, as in Cayley's [S] and P6lya's [9] classical applications of graph theory to chemistry. The formalism of branching, cascade, or Galton-Watson [lo] processes now finds its most detailed outlet in this field. The long delay in its application to polymer statistics probably lies in a novel feature: the "generations" of individuals in the chemical "family" trees do not, in general, represent 142 generations actually produced in temporal succession (as in genetic family trees or neutron cascades). On the contrary, the links between individuals of such a chemical tree are generally made in more or less random temporal order, but this does not curtail the formal power of cascade theory for extracting relevant statistics. Cascade theory deals with rooted trees, and it is worth noting two reasons for singling out a vertex within a graph for special attention as a root. Firstly, in certain statistical mechanical situations, chemists can specify statistical properties of molecular trees in the vicinity of any given vertex, while the longer-range statistical properties of the trees are not immediately accessible (but rather form the very subject of our mathematical interest). This merely reflects the relative short-range nature of interatomic forces. Second, there is a more subtle and fundamental reason which makes the molecular partition function [l l] of any tree-like molecule proportional to the number of distinct, rooted, ordered trees to which it formally gives rise. Inasmuch as each kind of atom figures as a possible root-vertex, this makes manifest an additivity of atomic contributions to molecular partition functions. Group-theoretically, this additivity can be rationalized in terms of elementary properties of the stabilizer subgroups of "symmetry groups" of molecules in their "graph-like states" [ 1 I], and the basic group-theoretical results are quoted in Section 4.1. The results so obtained have significance for the deduction of the third law of thermodynamics from statistical mechanics [12] .
A THEOREM ON MOLECULAR TREES
An M-tree or "molecular" tree is defined as a graph-theoretical tree, in terms of the usual two-many incidence relation between vertices and edges ("links"), in which tree each vertex bears one ("atomic") label. Two M-trees are similar (equivalent) if each of them can be mapped into the other, together with the atomic labels, by operations of their automorphism group G. A rooted tree (R-tree) is obtained by choosing one of the vertices of an M-tree as a root, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The vertices of an M-tree may partition into equivalence classes, so that a given class consists of vertices (with identical labels) which can be mapped into each other under automorphisms which map the whole M-tree into itself.
An ordered rooted M-tree, or O-tree is obtained by ordering all the branches borne by all the vertices of an R-tree. This can be done geometrically in a planar representation as in Figure lb, or by labeling all the edges in an R-tree by numbers as in Figure lc . These "rank-labels" number the edges sprouting upward from any vertex 1,2,3,... from left to right, and thus (together with the choice of the root) they are fully equivalent to the purely geometric representation of Figure lb . Clearly, equivalent vertices of an M-tree, when chosen as roots, furnish identical sets of O-trees. The sets of distinct R-trees and O-trees obtainable from a given M-tree are termed, respectively, the "rootings" and the "orderings" of that M-tree. Genetic nomenclature is often convenient, in which an R-tree or O-tree is regarded as a family tree, a vertex as an "individual," the atomic label as indicating the "type" of individual, etc. The "offspring" of an individual on generation n form a "litter" on n + 1. From the viewpoint of graph theory, an individual is a vertex adjacent to the vertices (if any) which represent his father and his offspring. In an O-tree, rank-labels serve to define a ranking among the members of any given litter.
Let T denote the number of orderings of (i.e., the number of distinct O-trees corresponding to) an M-tree, and T, the order of the subset of these which are rooted on a vertex 01 within the M-tree; let S, be the order of the equivalence class and f; the degree of that vertex (i.e., the number of edges incident upon it). We then prove (2) which introduces equivalence classes of two arbitrary vertices (Y and /3 of a finite M-tree, is actually fully equivalent to Theorem 1. Thus from (2) we must have
with k a constant, which is determined by summation over all equivalence classes LY = 1,2 ,..., c, thus:
(c < 4 (4) Theorem 1 follows by eliminating k between (3) and (4). We shall prove Theorem 1 in the more convenient form of equation 2. A direct graphtheoretical proof of a very special case, given in Section 4, is at least instructive. A completely general group-theoretical proof follows in Section 4.1.
REPLANTING AND ORDERLY (0, l)-REPLANTING
A replanting is a change of rooting of an M-tree from an old root to a new root ( Fig. 2) .
On replanting, the vertex which formed the old root on generation 0 appears on the same generation (n, say) on which the new root appeared in the old rooting. We shall merely say the path linking the two roots is inverted by replanting and we call the replanting a (0, n)-replanting.
An orderZy (0, I)-replanting is one preserving to the maximum extent, in a sense precisely defined below, the edge labels of an O-tree. Let v1 and v2 be the vertices which form the old and the new root, respectively. The positions of the edges in the replanted tree are chosen so that the edge E which links v1 to u2 retains its previous label. All inequalities of type L, < L, between labels of pairs of edges F and G, where F # E, G # E, are also preserved, provided F and G link two offspring to the same father. Only vertices of degree f are termed nodes. A capital subscript is given to all vertices belonging to the same equivalence class (i.e., which are equivalent in the M-tree). Any node belonging to equivalence class I is called an I-node, etc. Since, by hypothesis, fi = fJ for all I and J, equation 2 reduces to the following equation which is to be proved:
The proof is by induction on the length of the path linking two nodes.
Thus it suffices to prove the corollary for a pair of adjacent nodes, since it then obviously extends stepwise along the finite chain connecting any two nodes in the tree. In a (l, f)-tree, let m, J-nodes be adjacent to every I-node, and m, I-nodes adjacent to every J-node. Then clearly Let an ordering of the (l,f)-tree be called an I-ordering if it has a vertex of equivalence class I as root, etc. To prove (5), we show that, for adjacent nodes, TI/TJ = mI/mJ . This is achieved by constructing a correspondence which assigns m, distinct J-orderings for each I-ordering and mI distinct I-orderings for each J-ordering. The correspondence is by the process of orderly (0, I)-replanting.
Thus the root a1 of a given I-ordering leads to m, distinct J-orderings, by using each of the m, J-node offspring of u1 in turn as a2 for an orderly replanting. The proof is completed by interchanging I and J in the last sentence. The distinctness of the orderings arising from these orderly replantings follows at once from the remark that, since the tree is finite, either ml or m, (or both) must be unity. 
are established first, and Theorem 1 then follows by eliminating 1 G I between (7) and (8). This elimination procedure is often helpful in graph theory [13] . For x = 1 or 2, equation 1 can be directly verified. For x > 2, convert the M-tree to a fully labeled or F-tree, by giving each edge a distinct label. Then all vertices are necessarily distinguishable (because no two vertices are incident on the same set of edges). The total number T of distinct orderings of an F-tree is viz., f, I-j (fi -l)! orderings are available when vertex 01 is chosen as the root.
After delabeling the F-tree, i.e., removing the edge labels to convert it into the corresponding M-tree, the n (fS -l)! 2 fj distinct orderings partition into n (J; -l)! C&/l G I sets such that the 1 G I members of a given set are no longer distinguishable. The reason is that there exists the group G of symmetry operations (automorphisms) which converts GORDON, PARKER, AND TEMPLE any member of such a set into any other. This completes the proof of (7) . Equation 8 is proved exactly similarly. The only difference is that .s& replaces Cfj since we now restrict the roots to S, vertices, all of degreef, . Equation 7 is merely the summation of (8) over 01.
STATISTICS OF M-TREES AND THE FORMALISM OF CASCADE PROCESSES
We provide a rigorous justification for the application, which has been fruitful in chemistry (see Section l), of cascade statistics to forests of M-trees. The symmetry requirements (see equation 9) of M-trees restrict the cascades which come under consideration. The useful cascades are those that generate special forests of trees which we call clones; we prove a basic theorem stating sufficient conditions in this connection.
Definitions of Various Forests
A finite or infinite forest of M-trees will be called an M-forest. An R-forest is a forest of R-trees. An R-forest is a clone if it can be derived from some fixed M-forest by continued choices at random of vertices among the trees of the M-forest to serve as roots of the corresponding R-trees in the R-forest. A generating M-forest and its derived R-forest determine each other unambiguously in a statistical sense, i.e., the absolute number of trees in a forest is not important, but only the proportions (chances, relative frequencies) of topologically distinct M-trees and R-trees.
Let rl and r, denote the chances of I-rootings and J-rootings of a given M-tree in the R-forest. It is easy to see that an R-forest is a clone iff for all equivalence classes of all M-trees, whose rooted forms occur in the R-forest, we have rIlrJ = MI .
The theory of cascade processes [lo] has a formalism for generating R-trees in terms of PGF's.l We call "statistical forest" an ensemble of R-trees generated through indefinitely repeated use of the following equations, which between them specify the statistical growth of an R-tree: and n = h , 4 ,..., n,),
W') = [F&9, f'e@),..., F&91.
1 PGF = probability generating function.
Here nj is the probability that the individual forming the root on generation zero of the tree should be of type j, and the coefficient in F,+(e) of em c pep2 . . . 0% P (12) is, by definition, the chance p(r, i, m) that an individual of type i occurring on generation r should produce (on generation r + 1) a "litter" of composition: In = (m, ) nz2 )...) m,)
and size m = m, +-m2 + *.a + m,
(i.e., m, offspring of type 1, m2 of type 2 ,... etc.). The "tensorial" notation is used, i.e., Ff@) 3 aF&yae, .
However, the Einstein summation convention [I, 41 is not employed in the present paper. The vector 1 has unit components: 1 = (1, I,...); (16) and omission of the argument of a differentiated PGF always implies argument 1:
F,"i = F,ki(l).
The Basic Theorem
The basic theorem will be proved below which gives remarkably simple sufficient conditions for a cascade process to generate a clone. These conditions cover most kinds of M-forests, encountered in chemical applications, from which the clones are derived (by random choice of vertices). More complex conditions could be developed to cover a wider range of such forests. The complexity of the conditions is governed by the range of correlations which exist in the trees of the M-forest. In chemistry, the M-forest evolves in time through stochastic processes of making and breaking of links (creation and disappearance of line segments) which connect or disconnect trees, the initial state of the M-forest at time zero being known. In the simplest case, these stochastic processes occur entirely at random. The next more complicated case ("first shell effect") embodies correlations such that the chance of making or breaking a link between two vertices is correlated with the sets of links (line segments) already incident on them. Thus, effectively, there are statistical correlations between neighboring links in a tree; the "second shell effect" allows correlations between pairs of links separated by one link in a tree, the "third shell effect" between pairs of links separated by two links, etc. Longer-range correlations produce clones which require more complex labeling schemes to be successfully generated by the cascade method. In a separate paper, forests with second-shell correlations will be dealt with for the simplest case, s = 1. We state our basic theorem in a form which covers random and all "first shell" correlation effects. This merely requires the following introduction of new labels: the individuals of type j = 1, 2,..., s on generations r > 1 are partitioned into subclasses, each according to the type k (= 1,2,. . . , s) of its father on generation Y -1, and k will feature as an additional subscript: 
Finally, the subscript k can be removed in the case, common in chemistry, in which there are s = 2 types, which are constrained to alternate along any path of a tree. It is then clear, without a special subscript, that the type of an individual's father is the opposite to its own type. Equation 21 takes the form F,i(ej) = F&(Bi)/Fli ) i = 1,j = 2, or i = 2, j = 1.
(26)
Proof of the Basic Theorem. All trees which can be generated by a given cascade process have to be shown to occur rooted on various vertices with relative probabilities given by equation 9. The proof depends on the corollary of Theorem 1 (equation 2). The basic notion is that of replanting a tree of x vertices, say, from vertex 1 to w. This is illustrated, in simplified form without loss of generality, by the two typical rooted forms of one and the same M-tree in Figure 2 . The type-labels, which control the fertility patterns of individuals (by differentiating from each other the components of the generating functions F,(8)), are omitted from Figure 2 . Instead, the vertices of a given tree are labeled ZJ = 1,2,..., x irrespective of their types in an arbitrary but fixed manner. Of these vertex labels, only the first w are shown or implied in Figure 2 , and these are assigned in sequence 1,2,..., w to the o vertices on the path considered for inversion in the typical replanting; accordingly they occur in the reverse sequence on the inverted path (Fig. 2b) .
The cascade process generates rooted but not ordered trees. We refine it to produce O-trees so that each distinct linear ordering of each litter m of an i-type individual on generation 0 occurs with equal probability q(0, i, m) = ~(0, i, m) m!/m!.
Similarly, on generation r: q(r, k, i, m) = p(r, k, i, m)m!/m!, r = 1, 2,...
where by definition m! = JJ mi !. In this way, each distinct ordering of a GORDON, PARKER, AND TEMPLE given rooted form of a given M-tree is generated with equal probability by the refined cascade process using the PGF's (i) a given M-tree of x vertices, rooted on vertex 01 and in a specific ordering 0, (LX is 1 in Fig. 2a and w in 2b) , and (ii) a vertex v of type i, .
In 0, let v occur on generation g,, , and (if v # LX) let its father on generation g,, -1 be of type k,, . A refined cascade process (equations 20, 29, and 30) then furnishes a well-defined probability, q( g,, , k,, , i,, , m,,) = quo say, that a vertex of type i, on g,, should produce the precise composition and linear order of the litter m, of v in 0, . The chance that the cascade process generates exactly 0, is
where nill is (equation 10) the chance of the cascade process selecting a root of the type i, to which 01 belongs. Since all distinct T. Lu-orderings have the same chance of being generated, the chance of the given M-tree being generated and found rooted on 01 is 
which is equation 9. Fortunately, all the q-factors on the right of (33) cancel except those referring to vertices which he on the path being inverted (Fig. 2 ), so that the upper limit in the product may be reduced from x to w. This follows because in equation 21 the coefficients of FTai(0) are independent of r, and any vertex not on the path must occur on generations g > 1 in both rootings, and bear precisely the same litter; thus (35)
For further reduction of equation 35, the q-symbols are made more explicit by two further subscripts, so that qauski denotes the chance that the refined cascade process produce the litter, in the right linear order, borne by vertex v in 0, , when it encounters an individual of type i (on generation gJ whose father is of type k; if u is the root, there is no father and the corresponding symbol takes the form qos,i . Comparing the coefficients of E'oki(e) and F&e) in (21), and using the PGF's (29) and (30), we find qaru,ki = quv.ifulG (a # v). 
This completes the proof of the basic theorem, since with the aid of (37) and (38), (35) reduces to (34) as required.
DISCUSSION
The proof of the basic theorem gives rigor to the chemical applications of cascade statistics already published, based on special cases such as [3, 4, 7] tion of ordered and non-ordered trees in the proof of the basic theorem is no more than an application of labeling-delabeling in a form specially easy to visualize (Fig. 1) . Equation 20 is new and fills exactly the lacuna rightly criticized by Whittle [15] , who pointed out that the introduction of n or some related vector by ad hoc ("stoichiometric") methods partially flawed the application of cascade theory to polymer science, which thus failed to solve the complete statistical-mechanical problem.
Generalization to Ordered Rooted M-Graphs Containing Cycles
The allocation of the vertices to generations g, (n = 0, l,...), though useful in cascade statistics, is not essential to the graph-theoretical notion of an O&ree. Equation 8 shows what is essential (cf. Fig. l) , viz., the f, ! linear permutations of the fE edges incident on a root 01 of degree fa , and the (fi -l)! circular permutations of the fi edges on any non-root vertex of degree fi . These permutations generate all possible O-trees corresponding to an M-tree, but if the latter harbors symmetries this has to be allowed for by reducing the set of O-trees by the order / G I of the symmetry group as divisor. Now equations 8, 9, and 1 apply immediately to O-graphs containing cycles, if we define a rooted ordered M-graph in analogy with a rooted ordered M-tree. Thus an O-graph is determined by the choice of a root, by the linear sequence of the edges incident on the root, and the circular sequence of the edges incident on non-root vertices. While intersections of edges do not occur on O-trees, two edges that are not incident on the same vertex may intersect when the definition is extended to cover M-graphs with cycles, even though in its unrooted form such an M-graph may be planar. The process of rooting and ordering an M-graph is illustrated in Figure 3 .
The assignment to generations of the vertices of an O-graph containing cycles can be effected in close analogy with the situation for O-trees. In general, however, two new features will be found to occur in presence of cycles: an edge in an O-graph may be incident on two vertices belonging to the same generation; again, a vertex on g, (n = 1, 2,...) may be adjacent to more than one vertex on g,-, . These contingencies are, respectively, associated with cycles containing an odd or an even number of edges.
Turning from graph theory to statistics, Whittle's [ 151 theory of clustering processes has the great merit of dealing with general M-graphs very readily. Unfortunately, his method, though elegant, is not realistic for chemical applications. Here his formulation essentially assigns equal rate constants to all link formation processes. This does not allow for the fact that ring-chain competition processes are dependent on dilution by solvents, or that ring-closure rates depend (approximately through random-flight statistics [3, 141) on ring size. The cascade approach does cope with these features only as a first approximation (by converting all graphs formally to trees). The adaptation of Galton-Watson type cascades to O-graphs with cycles, as defined above, is therefore a highly desirable goal for chemical applications. For all other vertices, only the circuhr order of the edge labels around them is significant. Thusf,(f--l)!/j G ) arrangements of these labels are counted as distinct, wheref, is the degree of the root-vertex. It can be shown that in representation (b) the following two rules can always be enforced: (1) a pair of vertices incident on the same edge occur on the same generation or on two neighboring generations; and (2) two edges incident on the same vertex do not intersect.
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